
 

 

 

 
Embassy of the  

Republic of Indonesia 
ATHENS 

 
 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
 
 

The Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in Athens hereby informs that the 
Government of the Republic of Indonesia plans to organize the Indonesian Arts and Culture 
Scholarship on July 4 – October 9, 2020. 

 
The program consists of trainings in art workshops in different regions of Indonesia 

with specific programs related to the local culture which contain, but not limited to dance, 
music, and handicraft. The participants of the program would also be involved in cultural 
excursions and project in the respective regions. All participants then must perform in an arts 
and cultural night “Indonesian Channel” which is scheduled to be held on August 13, 2020. 

 
The Government of the Republic of Indonesia would cover the plane ticket (2 ways), 

local transportation, full accommodation, workshop fees, health insurance (limited liability), 
and allowance for the student during the program.  

 
The program is open for application for the national of the Hellenic Republic who 

fulfills the following requirements: 
 
a. Has an interest to learn about Indonesian culture and arts and is committed to 

support the programs of the Embassy after the completion of the program; 
b. Has the ability to adapt and interact in new and diverse environments; 
c. Preferably has skills in music and/or dance; 
d. Between 21-27 years old; 
e. Unmarried, not having a child, and is not currently pregnant; 
f. Has a good command of verbal and written English (proven by certificate of 

proficiency); 
g. Has a good physical and psychological health condition (proven by medical 

certificate); 
h. Never participated in any scholarship offered by the Government of the Republic 

of Indonesia.  
 

The required documents that must be submitted are as follows: 
a) Motivation letter (free format); 
b) Passport sized recent photographs with red background (soft copy); 
c) Valid health certificate from qualified medical practitioner; 
d) Latest academic diploma; 
e) Copy of passport (biometric page) with the validity period of at least 2 years; 
f) Letter of recommendation (from educational or working institution); 
g) Filled application form and letter of statement (as attached). 

 
The application form along with relevant copies of documents should be sent to the 

Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in Athens, the Hellenic Republic through the email of 
the Embassy: cultural.athens@kemlu.go.id, before April 18, 2020.  

 


